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Jim Lesar IO/30/99 
1003 K St., M #204 
Washington, DC 20001 ‘ vt - - , 

Dear Jim, 

Thanks for your 10/27 and the enclosures and congrats on thetdecisions 

that yfu enclosed. He ally quite good for the Keaganized courts* ' 

X was surprized that the'Huss ^olmes list included but one of my FOIA 
■ ifV\ /Yr~L- ' ’ ' 

suits and nothing else^because I know that going back to 1966: they .got and re- 

viewed Whitewash* The clerk at the Seville bookstore ripped a gut in telling 

me that these two men who he knew from previous purchases were CIA, come in, - 

bought a copy and placed it inside an attache case one of them had handcuffed 

to a wrist. Same procedure in getting transcripts from Hadio and TV Reports. 

That part of the CIA liised the movies it had seep, the novels it-'had read* 

If I were n§»t so feeble and you so overloaded I'd like to use the PA to 

expose a bit more about the CIA* I have those records you sent earlier where 

I can lay my hands on them if I need to V ‘ < r »r ' 

Besides which we know it lias not disclosed all its cecords on. or about me* 

Maybe I'Jl write such a letter after I catch up on what is accumulating" ' 

and can become a problem. We were lipped off by the soGoalled nursing i home ,? and 
! _ ' ‘t " 1 f 14 ’ 

I've written it and told it that I Want to pay and wipe that e^ut, but also! want 

what I did not get removed from the bills, etc* 1 u>" t 

For those who are not nuts, that is an inhuman way to live. " At $8,000 a 
v i ? «• -* * ^ 

month, plus extras, for two people* And the extras do accumulate. 1 ?!J r 

That Sarah Hall was rather taken by Hugh McDonald’s complete total 
^ l , v* Jr*. 

fake, Appointment, in Dallas* tells us much about Sarah Hall. However, didf you 

and Bud consider that what grabbed her was that McDonald used real names.of ‘ 
k, A uMi t 

real people including some of the CIA? ! ‘ 

Of course you could ask the CIA for the record? on me it did not disclose 

to me in response to my requests now about 30 years old and some referred to 

in what you sent earlier. For those things to be put in a memo there had, to be 

sources and not one was disclosed with those records edf to me earlier. 

Interesting that the more conservative appeals court is handing down 

these kids of .decisions* - f\ > % ^ * 

Hope yox can collect what you are owed] 

Thanks and best, 

bl> - 


